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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Chapter one is very important to know about introduction of this research. 

This chapter is divided into 6 sections. Those are background of the study, research 

problem, research purpose, significant of study, scope and limitation, and the 

definition of key terms. The following is an explanation of each section. 

1.1 Background of the Study 

 In our life language is very important. Language is tools for speak and 

communicate in our day-to-day activity. Language used by peoples to show their 

idea and tool for communicate with others. Without language people cannot life in 

the society. People use indirect or direct language to communicate and transfer their 

ideas. Therefore, language is very imperative for communication with other 

individuals. 

  The basic of language skill is linguistic. From etymology, linguistic taken 

from Latin language “lingua” it means a language. Symbol of language sound, rule 

of language and language skill is all about linguistics. Linguistic are divided into 

some branches. One of them is Sociolinguistics. General meaning of 

Sociolinguistics is combination between language and society. Any discussion of 

the relationship between language and society, or of the various functions of 

language in society, should begin with some attempt to define each of these terms 

(Wardhaugh, 2006) 
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  In Sociolinguistic Studies, language is not only realized form of symbolic 

sign but it can have meaning for social system, communication system and part of 

community culture. Differences of regional, class, occupational dialect, gender 

differences and bilingualism are included in to language study (yule, 2010). One 

form of language variation that is influenced by social factors in communication 

can be seen from the use of register by a group of workers in konveksi. 

Human as individual has many variations in social interaction. Many factors 

can stimulate of variation in communication and express their idea. Profession is 

one of the circumstances in which the emergence of language variations. Register 

is one of the variations of language that is often used in certain professions to deliver 

certain meaning. Nowadays language has many variation and changes base on 

necessity. In every community or certain groups has their language variation need 

for communication. Register is one of language variations in Sociolinguistics, 

words and terms used in a particular profession or by a certain group of people, 

which are difficult for other people who are outsider to understand. To identify who 

are the insider register helps to generate and maintain connections among them. In 

some way register is a commonly language term that use by a particular community 

and field (Yule, 2010). 

In every place there are many variations of language. It can make easier to 

communicate with others to express idea. Profession or group of workers is one 

factor that make register is used. They use register to make work easier and to 

reduce error process. They often use special language wich is only known by their 
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profession or group of work. Register is language used by spesific area of work, 

interest or in certain condition (Yule, 2006). 

Konveksi (A small-scale garment) is the clothing industry. Konveksi is an 

apparel manufacturing services company, such as t-shirt, uniform, jersey, jacket and 

many more. Konveksi businesses can be defined as small scale home industries that 

serve mass-produced garments in large quantities. Products generated by the 

konveksi industry belong to the basic human needs, this konveksi business is 

predicted to continue to increase. In konveksi there are several processes in cloth 

manufacturing. In the konveksi industry, this process is called cut, make, and trim. 

Cut is creating a patron,marker, cutting, and numbering. Make is screen printing, 

embroidery and sewing. Trim is washing, ironing, labeling and packing. In the 

production process there are professional workers.  

NVN konveksi is one of service industry in Malang. Konveksi is the 

manufacture of clothing in large quantities. Konveksi provide service in 

manufacturing t-shirt, jacket, jersey, uniform and many others. In NVN konveksi 

there are competence workers in production aspect, such as embroidery men, tailor, 

cutter, screen printing men. Konveksi is one of the popular businesses in Indonesia.  

There are two major reason why confection is one popular business in Indonesia, 

first because clothes are the product of the confection industry. Clothes are one of 

basic human needs, because tools of production are cheap such as tailor machine 

and screen-printing table. 

Fashion is very important. There is special term in fashion. There are many 

new fashions in every month. To knowing what is suitable fashion we must know 
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what are the term of certain fashion we want to use. Konveksi is one of service that 

provide fashion maker. In making clots there are many choice for fabric, finishing, 

sewing technique, and printing technic. 

In everyday life the workers have their own codes. The codes are only 

known by konveksi workers. The codes are called register. Registers are used in 

day-to-day communication between workers. The Register makes it easy for 

workers to deliver words and expressions. This research is about register used by 

NVN konveksi workers.  

1.2 Research Problems 

1. What are the registers used by NVN konveksi workers? 

2. Why do NVN konveksi workers use the registers? 

1.3 Research Purpose 

1. To analyze the register used by NVN konveksi workers. 

2. To analyze the purpose of NVN Konveksi Workers use register. 

1.4 Significance of Study 

2. The result of this study can be used as an additional knowledge and 

to know more about fashion register in daily.  

3. Theoretically, the writer hopes that it would be useful to learn about 

register with real examples from language variation used by NVN 

konveksi workers. 

4. Practically, the researcher hopes that this research useful for English 

department student who are concerned in literature work. 
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1.5 Scope and limitation 

 focuses of this research is an analysis of register used by NVN konveksi 

workers. It is limited to NVN konveksi workers. In detail the researcher will limits 

at NVN konveksi. The writer specifies the register to NVN konveksi production 

workers in 2018. 

1.6 Definition of Key Terms 

 To avoid misunderstanding, the key terms are mentioned in this research. The 

following terms are defined the terms of the study; 

a. Linguistics 

Symbol of language sound, rule of language and language skill is all about 

linguistics. 

b. Sociolinguistics 

Differences of regional, class, occupational dialect, gender differences and 

bilingualism are included in to sociolinguistics study (yule, 2010). 

c. Register 

 Register is a commonly language term that use by a particular community and 

field (Yule, 2010). 

d. Konveksi production workers 

 People who working the in-production section of konveksi industries. 

 

 


